"The first ninety years are the hardest," claimed President Edward C. Fuller in his keynote Address last St. Valentine's Day. Speaking before a group of students, faculty, alumnii and parents at the Memorial Gym, Dr. Fuller went on to state that just as in the times with which to contend, so Bard is now again faced with many difficulties.

Dr. Fuller said that the ten thousand dollars a year for the creation of Holy Innocents and Bard Hall were built during the first ten years, and twelve students. During these first few years, Aspinwall, also known as Occident, remained fixed and unvaried. After a year's service, the building was put up somewhat less as Aspinwall than it became known as Occident.

The Civil War, St. Stephens had difficulty getting students, and a good many wardens came, grew discouraged, and after a short time, left. In 1863 Warden Fairchild, who was to remain for thirty-five years, came to St. Stephens. During his stay Stone Row, a number of lesser buildings, and the Hoffman Memorial Library were built. However, the curriculum remained fixed and unvaried. After another stream of wardens, Dr. Rogers came to Bard in 1909, where he remained until the First World War when he was succeeded by Dr. Bell. Dr. Bell's administration saw the building of Hegeman and the Memorial Gym. It also saw the arrival of the Dr. Othoreshkov and Dr. Sottery. After a year's study of St. Stephens, Dr. Tewksbury who came to the college in 1933, brought in what he taught. Dr. Tewksbury's name, became known as Orient.
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Bob Solotaire said of Bill that he also has developed stage some twenty minutes, in a fashion of THE FLATTERING large step forward from his perform­ Checkoy's already gemlike character.

One afternoon in 1898 a fourteen year old, forced by Lena Zooker . . .

Debi Honig, a drama major, carried off Properties as a

As Amero's wife Charlotte Emerson Dian Kaufman in the role of

on Kap & Gray house. The editors would like to express their apologies.